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        Section -A

Total 05 Questions to be answered selecting at least 01 from each unit, each question
carry 01 mark

1 X 5= 5   

UNIT I

(i) Define medical geography.

    Medical ïN¡m L¡L hm ?

(ii) Explain the relation between poverty and health status of a community.

        L¡e pÇfËc¡u c¡¢lâa¡ J ü¡ÙÛÉÙ¹ll jdÉ pÇfÑL Bm¡Qe¡ Llz

(iii) Define the term ‘health’.
        সং া  "ü¡ÙÛÉ" në¢Vl c¡Jz

UNIT II

(iv) What do you mean by solid waste?   

"L¢We hSÑÉ" hma ¢L h¡T?

(v) Mention at least two names of water pollutants.   

       e¤Éeaj c¤¢V Sm c§oLl e¡j ¢mMz

(vi) Mention names of two tropical diseases.

        উে খ  c¤¢V œ²¡¿¹£u hÉ¡¢dl e¡j Llz



                                        

                                                            UNIT III                                                

(vii) What do you mean by climate change?   

         "Smh¡u¤ f¢lhaÑe" hma ¢L h¡T?

(viii) Mention the importance of ozone layer.

           JS¡e Ù¹ll …l¦aÆ Bm¡Qe¡ Llz

(ix) What is the full form of IUCN.

 IUCN   Hl f§eÑl©f ¢L?

  Section -B
Total 03 Questions to be answered selecting 01 from each unit, each question carry 05

marks

5 X 3= 15   

      UNIT I   

(i) Explain the scope and content of medical geography.
    Medical    ïN¡ml f¢l¢d J ¢houhÙ¹¥ Bm¡Qe¡ Llz
(ii) Analyse the reasons behind the miserable health conditions of slum dwellers in
     Indian cities.
       াে র  জনi¡lal eNl…¢ma h¢Ù¹h¡p£cl c¤xMSeL c¡u£ L¡lZ…¢m Bm¡Qe¡ Llz
        

UNIT II     
                               

(iii) Elaborate the Epidemiological Character and Regional Distribution of   
'Dengue' fever.
   র  "X‰¥" jq¡j¡l£ pcªn °h¢nøÉ Hhw B’¢mL ¢halZ Bm¡Qe¡ Llz

(iv) What do you mean by 'anemia'? Mention the possible factors of anemia among
the Indian women.   

        "lš²¡Òfa¡" hma ¢L h¡T? i¡la£u j¢qm¡cl jdÉ lš²¡Òfa¡ hª¢Ül pñ¡hÉ L¡lZpj§q EõM Llz
UNIT II

(v) Explain the solar ultraviolet radiation related health hazards.
       p±l A¢ah…e£ l¢nÈ pÇf¢LÑa ü¡ÙbÉ pjpÉ¡…¢m Bm¡Qe¡ Llz
(vi) Elaborate the effects of Climate Change on Weather Elements.
        Bhq¡Ju¡l Ef¡c¡epj¤ql Efl Sm¤h¡u¤ f¢lhaÑel fËi¡h…¢m ¢hnÔoZ Llz   


